
 
 

Pill Maker 801 

Chapter 801: Who Will Take Over The Huo Family? 

Chen Ming updated Huo Changfeng about some company matters before he asked. “Chief Steward, are 

you going out this afternoon to have lunch with Miss Huo?” 

Huo Changfeng glanced at him and nodded in acknowledgement. 

A thought suddenly occurred to Chen Ming, so he said, “Are you going to tell Miss Huo more about the 

family? After all, she is already an adult. Perhaps you can prepare her mentally by telling her a little 

more about the family.” 

Huo Changfeng was signing a document when his hand paused for a couple of seconds before he 

answered. “There is no hurry.” 

Chen Ming did not continue with the subject and thought about the tasks he had completed earlier and 

said, “I have taken care of everything in the capital, so Miss Huo will have protection detail when she 

gets there. 

“Uh huh. You can come along later,” said Huo Changfeng before he lowered his head and continued 

working. 

Chen Ming looked delighted. “Thanks, Chief Steward.” 

Huo Changfeng said nothing. 

** 

Huo Changfeng went to the driving school to pick up Huo Yao at midday to have lunch at a family-owned 

restaurant. 

Shortly after they ordered, the kitchen sent the food. 

This time, Huo Changfeng was clearly a lot more relaxed than the last time he saw Huo Yao. Also, he had 

been working on his geniality. Since he had been practicing his smile hard, it did not look as stiff this 

time around. 

Naturally, he only acted this way in front of Huo Yao. 

After they were more or less done with lunch, Huo Yao wiped her mouth with a piece of tissue before 

retrieving a white plastic bottle from her pocket. “Uncle Changfeng, help me pass this medicine to my 

uncle.” 

Huo Changfeng put down his chopsticks. He coughed uneasily when he saw the sticker of some calcium 

tablets on the bottle. 

He extended his hand to take the bottle without opening it and found that it had a decent weight to it. 

Although the bottle was ordinary, its contents were phenomenal. 

Huo Changfeng placed the medication in his coat pocket carefully and looked grateful. “Miss Huo, thank 

you so much.” 



 
 

Huo Yao nodded. “You’re welcome.” 

“Oh yes. Have you heard about the Apothecaries’ Association?” asked Huo Changfeng after thinking 

briefly. 

Huo Yao poured herself a cup of tea and took a sip before she nodded. “A little.” 

Huo Changfeng contemplated before he continued. “I know someone from the Apothecaries’ 

Association. If you are interested, I can introduce you.” 

Since Huo Yao was a doctor and an apothecary, she would probably be interested in the Apothecaries’ 

Association. 

“I am not interested.” Huo Yao shook her head and felt that it was a bad idea. 

Huo Changfeng was surprised. A lot of people wanted to get into the association. Also, all members of 

the association had high social status. 

“Uh huh. In that case, you can tell me about it when you change your mind,” answered Huo Changfeng. 

“Sure,” acknowledged Huo Yao obediently. 

“We parted ways in such a hurry that I didn’t have the chance to ask about what faculty you picked,” 

asked Huo Changfeng as he smiled. 

“Biology,” answered Huo Yao candidly. 

Huo Changfeng’s temples throbbed when he heard this and breathed heavily. “… Why did you choose 

Biology?” 

Why were all of them into research? Who was going to take over the Huo family’s operations? 

“I like it.” Huo Yao lowered her eyes. 

Huo Changfeng wanted her to change her mind. “Don’t you think that it is a little dry for a girl to do 

research? Why don’t you major in something else?” 

Such as finance and economics? Otherwise, any other business subject would work as well! 

  

Chapter 802: Could Those Awards Compare To Her Inheritance? 

Huo Yao shook her head and said with a straight face, “I think dry subjects are perfect.” 

Huo Changfeng felt upset. “Didn’t your parents say anything about it?” 

“Nope.” Huo Yao shook her head. 

In reality, her parents reveled in joy when they found out that she wanted to major in Biology. They 

were terribly worried that she might choose some other popular subject. 

Huo Changfeng pressed his forehead and did not know what to say. 



 
 

Miss Huo was the top scholar during the college entrance exam. He had come up with countless plans to 

groom her, but she shockingly followed her third older brother’s footsteps and decided to do research. 

Huo Changfeng felt that Huo Jinyan and Song Ning must be behind this so that Huo Yao would not want 

to inherit the family business. 

They were simply too much. 

Huo Yao noticed the sudden disappointment on Uncle Changfeng’s face and asked quizzically. “Uncle 

Changfeng?” 

Huo Changfeng looked at Huo Yao and suddenly recalled that she could do two majors at university, so 

he tried again. “Since Biology is bound to be boring, have you considered doing a second major?” 

Huo Yao took a sip of tea. She thought about the invitation that Tsing University’s Physics professor 

made and nodded. “Uh huh.” 

Huo Changfeng saw hope. “Have you decided what you want to study?” 

“Uh huh. Physics.” This time, Huo Yao answered Huo Changfeng even more swiftly than she did when 

she had answered about her major. 

Physics was still research. 

Huo Changfeng was about to suggest business or political science when he was dumbstruck. 

He could feel his high blood pressure acting up. 

Moments later, Huo Changfeng finally asked powerlessly. “… Why do you want to do Physics as your 

second major?” 

Huo Yao pondered for a minute before she raised her head and answered awkwardly. “If I tell you, you 

might laugh at me.” 

She cleared her throat and continued., “The Physics department gives out a lot of awards.” 

Huo Changfeng went quiet. 

What kind of insane reason was that? 

Huo Changfeng’s lips parted and wanted to say how could those awards be compared to her 

inheritance. However, he was interrupted. 

“Uncle Changfeng, stop trying to change my mind. I will only choose these subjects. All other subjects 

are out of the question,” said Huo Yao seriously. 

Huo Changfeng did not know how he managed to send Huo Yao home. All he could think about was how 

the family business could not compare to those awards! 

It was such a blow on his ego. 

** 

Time passed swiftly. Before long, it was almost time for the school term to commence. 



 
 

Huo Yao took her luggage and boarded a flight to the capital despite how sad her parents were. 

Even though Huo Yulin was very busy, he took two days off to come back and pick up Huo Yao. 

It was very hot in the capital since it was August. Shortly after they got off the flight, they could sense 

the heat surging towards them. The heat finally disappeared after they entered the airport. 

She received a call from Min Yu two minutes after she turned on her phone. She answered the phone 

and said, “I just got off the plane. Which exit are you at? Okay. Be there in a couple of minutes.” 

She paused before she glanced at her third older brother pulling his luggage and added. “Oh yes. I forgot 

to tell you that my third older brother is here too.” 

Min Yu was waiting at the airport when he heard this and went quiet. 

After hanging up the phone, Min Yu glanced at the black cars behind him. He said a few words to Zhuo 

Yun and four black cars slowly drove out of the airport parking lot. 

  

Chapter 803: Pick Her Up 

Huo Yulin heard what she said over the phone and asked subtly. “Was that Min Yu?” 

Huo Yao nodded and said, “He is waiting for us at the airport parking lot.” 

Huo Yulin’s eyes turned cold, but his little sister failed to notice the change. He simply said, “My 

assistant is waiting for me at the parking lot as well.” 

Huo Yao thought about how busy her third older brother was after listening to him talk on the phone 

recently. She reckoned that he was badly caught up, so she tilted her head sideways and said, “Okay. 

Why don’t you get back to work? I will get a ride from Min Yu. Just send me the address later.” 

The moment she finished her sentence, she took her luggage from him. 

Huo Yulin promptly realized that his little sister had misunderstood him, so he automatically said, “I am 

not busy…” 

“I know you are.” Huo Yao pushed his back and gestured for him to go ahead and leave. 

Huo Yulin went quiet and felt that he had picked up a rock to smash his own foot with it. 

Huo Yulin headed to the zone B parking lot after he was forced to leave. Chen Ming was waiting for him 

there and waved the moment he saw Huo Yulin. 

Chen Ming opened the car door reverently when Huo Yulin got to the car. He raised his head to look 

behind him and asked quizzically. “Young Master Yulin, where is Young Mistress?” 

Huo Yulin looked angry the moment Chen Ming brought this up. He pressed his forehead. “She won’t be 

going with us.” 

“Huh…” asked Chen Ming. “Why not?” 

“A stupid dog got to her first,” said Huo Yulin coldly before bending over to get into the car. 



 
 

Chen Ming’s lips twitched. 

A dog? 

Who was Young Master Yulin talking about? 

** 

Huo Yao pulled her luggage to another section of the parking lot and saw a man leaning against the car 

door from a distance. 

His cool aura made him stand out from the crowd. She could have found him at a single glance. 

However, the parking lot was relatively empty and there was almost no one else in sight. 

Huo Yao walked towards him. 

Ever since Huo Yao showed her face during the concert, and ended up being a hot topic online, she was 

accustomed to wearing a mask when she was in public. 

She took off her mask when she got closer. 

“Where is your third older brother?” Min Yu took the luggage and placed it in the trunk. 

“He is busy with work, so he had to leave first,” explained Huo Yao. 

Min Yu raised his brow. Judging from how competitive Huo Yulin was, it was not his style to leave first. 

Huo Yao caught Min Yu staring at him, so she blinked. “Why are you looking at me that way?” 

Min Yu smiled as he shook his head. He opened the front passenger seat door and said, “Nothing. Get 

in.” 

Huo Yao held the door as she raised her brow and said to Min Yu, “Your smile sure looks sinister.” 

She was dressed in a white V-neck T-shirt with a white gold necklace on her collarbone while the jade 

pendant hung from her collar. Min Yu glanced at it before veering his eyes and smiled imperceptibly. 

“What is the address?” asked Min Yu after clearing his throat. 

Huo Yao pursed her lips. She bent over and got into the car. “Hang on. Let me ask my third older 

brother.” 

Min Yu acknowledged her before closing the door and walking around the car to get into the driver’s 

seat. 

Before long, the car pulled out of the airport. 

Huo Yao sent Huo Yulin a text message asking him for the address. 

Half a minute later, Huo Yulin sent the information. Huo Yao gave the phone to Min Yu. “That’s the 

place.” 

Min Yu was stunned when he saw the address. 

  



 
 

Chapter 804: Living Across The Street 

This was such a coincidence. 

“Is this your place?” Min Yu sounded puzzled. 

Huo Yao raised her brow. “Is there something wrong?” 

Min Yu smiled as he shook his head. “Nothing. It’s a nice area.” 

The moment he finished his sentence, he returned Huo Yao’s phone. 

Huo Yao glanced sideways at Min Yu without continuing with the subject. 

The car drove into Emerald Bay Villa 50 minutes later. The security system scanned Min Yu’s license 

plate at the entrance and automatically let him enter without getting any security guards involved. 

Huo Yao raised her brow when she noticed this. “Don’t tell me you live here too?” 

“Uh huh,” acknowledged Min Yu gently. His slender hands were on the steering wheel and looked like a 

piece of art. 

It suddenly dawned on Huo Yao why he reacted this way when he learned where she was staying. 

“You are staying in zone B while my place is in zone A, so we are one street apart,” said Min Yu 

somewhat sadly. 

Since they were fated to live in the same estate again, he was happy to disregard the short distance 

from her place, even though he rarely resided here. 

The car had already pulled up in front of a villa entrance. 

Chen Ming had already been waiting at the entrance for her arrival, so he walked over shortly after Min 

Yu’s car pulled up. 

Huo Yao looked surprised when she saw Chen Ming after getting off the car. 

Chen Ming nodded to Huo Yao reverently and explained. “Young Mistress, Young Master Yulin told me 

to wait for you here since you are new to the place.” 

Huo Yao nodded. “Why thank you.” 

Chen Ming scratched his head sheepishly. “It is no trouble at all. It is my job.” 

Min Yu got out of the car at that time. He naturally had a powerful aura. Even if he attempted to 

suppress it, people noticed him right away. 

Chen Ming automatically tensed up when he saw Min Yu. After taking a brief glance, he averted his eyes. 

What was he doing here? 

Min Yu walked up beside Huo Yao. He glanced at Chen Ming coolly and detected Chen Ming furtively 

looking at him, but he did not pursue the matter. He turned and headed to the boot to retrieve her 

luggage. 



 
 

Chen Ming hurriedly walked over to help Min Yu with the luggage. “Allow me.” 

There was a digital lock on the entrance. Chen Ming entered the password to open it before taking the 

luggage and waiting for Huo Yao by the side. 

He glanced at Min Yu from the corner of his eye every now and then. He could not help recalling how 

angry Young Master Yulin was when he picked him up at the airport and what he said. 

He had said that a stupid dog got to her first. 

Chen Ming’s cheeks twitched. It was clear who the dog was. 

Huo Yao was completely oblivious to his thoughts. She turned her head to look at Min Yu and waved her 

hand. “I won’t be inviting you in.” 

School was starting, so she had a lot of things to settle. 

Min Yu nodded and said, “Sure. Call me if you need help.” 

“Uh huh,” said Huo Yao before entering the villa with Chen Ming. 

Min Yu glanced at the entrance for a few seconds before turning to get into his car and leaving Emerald 

Bay Villa. 

** 

Shortly after Huo Yao entered the door, she heard a mechanical voice welcoming her home. She took off 

her shoes as she raised her head and looked in the direction of the sound. 

It was the smart robot butler which she had seen at his place previously. 

Huo Yao raised her brow. Did he bring the stupid robot over? 

Chen Ming noticed Huo Yao looking at the gadget and thought that it was her first time seeing it, so he 

stopped to explain. “It’s a smart robot butler…” 

  

Chapter 805: A Talented Student 

Chen Ming did not know much about smart robots since technology had not been a major industry for 

people in his generation. He simply knew that smart robots existed and only knew about them 

superficially. 

Chen Ming was not great at using smart robots, so it was hard for him even to enter a command. 

“Well, if you want to learn how to operate it, I suggest waiting for Young Master Yulin to come home 

and show it to you.” Chen Ming cleared his throat before he took the luggage inside. 

Huo Yao acknowledged him modestly. 

The smart robot butler came up to her. The scanner on its head was rotating as it scanned for facial 

recognition in an attempt to identify if she was the owner of the residence. 



 
 

Huo Yao looked at how klutzy it was and shook her head imperceptibly. She raised her hand to pat the 

robot on the top of its head before heading to the living room. 

The smart robot butler stood where it was for two seconds before it went to the living room clumsily. 

Huo Yao glanced around the living room. The renovation was modern, minimalistic, and tastefully 

designed, just like Huo Yulin’s place overseas. 

All the appliances were really high-tech. Most of them were smart devices that were rare in the market. 

Huo Yao raised her brow. Her third older brother was undoubtedly ahead of the times. 

After Chen Ming had placed her bags in the room upstairs. He came downstairs and said to Huo Yao, 

“Young Mistress, your room is on the second floor. It is the last room on the right. Why don’t you check 

it and let me know if you need anything else? I will take care of it later.” 

Huo Yao stopped looking around and answered. “I don’t need anything for now.” 

She paused and recalled sending her medicine maker by post a few days ago and asked him. “Do you 

know where my packages are?” 

Chen Ming nodded. He answered reverently. “I have placed them in your room.” 

Huo Yao thanked him and went upstairs. 

After entering the room, she was delighted that she could finally say goodbye to her old room which 

was dripping in pink. 

Huo Yao spent 30 minutes unpacking her luggage before she lay on the lounge chair in front of the 

French windows lazily. 

She took out her phone and saw a few text message notifications. 

Yi Lianfan had sent two messages asking her if she had reached the capital yet. 

The two other messages were from Rong Jun, a Physics professor at Tsing University. He kept hurrying 

her to submit the admission paperwork. 

Despite Huo Yao’s repeated assurances that her second major was going to be Physics, he could not help 

feeling worried. 

Huo Yao held her phone as she lamented about how troublesome it was to be a genius. 

She replied to Rong Jun to tell him she was going to Tsing University the day after. 

Rong Jun heaved a sigh of relief when he saw this reply. 

It was not easy to find good talent, so he did not care about his pride as long as he could get her to join 

the faculty. 

Rong Jun contemplated before he called the internal line to reach the teacher in charge of freshmen 

acceptance. 



 
 

“Wu Yue, a girl will be registering for the faculty the day after. If I am not around, please take good care 

of her,” said Rong Jun to the teacher. 

Wu Yue was startled. Anyone capable of making Prof Rong say these things ought to be an extraordinary 

student. 

He was rather curious, so he asked the man. “Prof Rong, is she a freshman this year?” 

The freshmen could only get registered on their first day of school. 

Rong Jun nodded. “That’s right. She is very talented.” 

  

Chapter 806: Lei Xiao Makes A Date 

Wu Yue thought about the freshmen accepted for the Physics department this year. There were a few 

girls, but he had already checked their grades. They had simply scored enough to make the cutoff for the 

Science department. 

Wu Yue scratched his head and asked. “What is her name?” 

“She’s Huo Yao,” said Rong Jun. 

The moment Wu Yue heard her name, he was caught by surprise. He did not recall having known a 

student by that name, but it sounded particularly familiar. 

He seemed to have heard it somewhere before. 

Wu Yue paid attention to the college entrance exam results, but he only followed the results of the 

Science division since those were the people who would end up joining the faculty. Huo Yao was the top 

arts scholar, so he happened to know about her, but it was normal for the name to have slipped his 

mind. 

However, he glanced at Prof Rong without asking further since he would find out in time when she came 

to register. 

“Sure. I will look out for her.” Wu Yue nodded. 

“Uh huh,” acknowledged Rong Jun before he added. “I think I should be around that day. Whatever it is, 

just bring her over to me when she comes here.” 

“Yes, Prof Rong,” said Wu Yue reverently. 

Since Prof Rong felt highly of this new student, he naturally put her on top priority. 

Rong Jun was a fellow at the Physics department and he was also a national first-class researcher. 

Anyone who caught his eye ought to be a genius. 

There hadn’t been any geniuses in the Physics department for years, so they were unable to keep up 

with the pace of other countries when it came to research. Prof Rong had been very worried about this. 

He sincerely hoped that the freshmen this year could make a breakthrough and change things. 



 
 

Other than Huo Yao, there were a few particularly outstanding freshmen this year as well. 

** 

Lei Xiao called Huo Yao to eat out the next day when he found that she was in town. 

Since she was free, she agreed to see him. 

They had made plans to eat at a private home-cooking restaurant and Chen Ming drove Huo Yao over. 

Lei Xiao was already waiting for her inside. The moment he saw Huo Yao, his eyes lit up as he greeted. 

“Hi, Miss Big Shot.” 

He did not find it uneasy to call a young woman ‘Miss Big Shot’ even though he was a middle-aged man 

in his thirties. 

Huo Yao was already accustomed to this, so she simply nodded and took a seat. 

Lei Xiao passed the menu to Huo Yao and said, “I didn’t expect you to arrive so quickly.” 

“The freshmen have to report to school two days ahead of time,” explained Huo Yao unhurriedly. 

Lei Xiao leaned against his elbow as he nodded. “Ahh! I graduated so long ago that I forgot about this.” 

Huo Yao raised her brow before ordering a couple of dishes which she liked and then handed over the 

menu to Lei Xiao. “Did you get promoted?” 

Lei Xiao ordered the dishes before he cleared his throat and replied to her. “Uh huh. I have you to thank 

for helping me with the statistics last year. Otherwise, we would be in big trouble.” 

Huo Yao picked up the teacup and took a sip before she asked. “Are you still working on that 

experiment?” 

Lei Xiao nodded. “Hmm. Thanks to your formula, we were able to see things from another perspective. I 

think the results should be out this year.” 

Huo Yao was able to deduce the principle theory and also corrected the erroneous and redundant 

argument which his research laboratory had come up with. She had successfully helped to prevent a 

lethal virus from being created. 

“Once the results are out, you will probably get promoted again,” said Huo Yao and smiled ambiguously. 

  

Chapter 807: Are You Moving Out Again? 

Lei Xiao scratched his head and smiled sheepishly. “I don’t think I will get promoted this time. After all, I 

just got promoted last year. If I get promoted again, people are going to get jealous.” 

He got promoted last year using Huo Yao’s data, so a lot of his peers were already envious of him. 

The appraisal for outstanding performance only took place every three years. His colleague was poised 

to win the award earlier. Without Huo Yao’s data, Lei Xiao would not have gotten it. 



 
 

Huo Yao rapped her fingers on the table gently with a languid look on her exquisite face as she said 

nonchalantly, “Only unconfident people will think that envy is trouble.” 

Lei Xiao felt deeply hurt. 

Before long, the waiter brought the dishes over. 

The food tasted good and suited Huo Yao’s palate, so she had one more bowl of rice. She contemplated 

as she ate and decided to bring Min Yu here when she treated him to dinner. 

More importantly, the prices were decent. 

* 

Meanwhile, Min Yu sensed his nose itching the moment Huo Yao thought about him. He pulled out 

some tissues from the box kept on the coffee table. 

Old Master Min was sitting on a mahogany chair with his back straight and had a walking stick in hand as 

he glared at his grandson. “Didn’t you just get home? Do you have to move? Are you trying to kill me?” 

“The doctor says you are fit as a fiddle and won’t have problems living for another decade,’ replied Min 

Yu lazily. 

The moment Old Master Min heard what Min Yu said, he automatically raised his walking stick and 

pointed it at Min Yu angrily, but he was unable to come up with anything to scold Min Yu. 

Min Yu took a sip of tea. “Getting angry won’t do your health any good.” 

The old man went speechless. 

“!!!” 

Min Yu put down the teacup and checked the time before standing up. “Grandpa, I have to go 

somewhere. See you.” 

“Hang on. Let me ask you. Is she here?” said Old Master Min to his grandson as he tossed his fury to the 

back of his mind. 

Min Yu looked at Old Master Min without saying a word. 

Old Master Min cleared his throat uneasily and muttered. “I found out when you went to the airport to 

pick her up yesterday.” 

“So?” Min Yu rubbed his forehead. 

“When are you inviting her over for dinner?” sneered Old Master Min. 

“She doesn’t have time. School is starting soon.” Min Yu refused him and turned to leave without 

lingering on any further. 

He quickly disappeared through the main door. 

Mrs. Min came out of the kitchen and saw that her son was nowhere to be seen. She turned to ask in 

surprise. “Dad, where is Yu?” 



 
 

Mrs. Min was a refined woman and had the elegance of a high society lady, so she sounded cultured 

even when she spoke. Even though she was 45 years old, she remained beautiful. Time seemed to have 

left her face unscathed. 

Old Master Min’s anger dissipated when he saw his daughter-in-law. However, he said huffily, “He’s 

gone.” 

“It is almost time for lunch. Why did he have to go?” Mrs. Min was at a loss. 

Old Master Min pursed his lips. “He also said that he is moving out again.” 

Mrs. Min felt a headache coming on. “… Why is he moving out all of sudden?” 

Old Master Min pounded his walking stick on the ground. “Heaven knows.” 

Mrs. Min was accustomed to not having her son around, so she simply thought he was busy and said 

empathetically, “Since the family business keeps him very busy, just leave him be.” 

Old Master Min glanced at his daughter-in-law. “He probably isn’t doing this for work.” 

Mrs. Min was briefly stunned and did not quite understand what Old Master Min meant. 

Old Master Min sneered. He stood up without explaining his cryptic remarks. “Let’s go eat.” 

** 

The next morning, Huo Yao went to Tsing University with her acceptance letter and other documents. 

  

Chapter 808: Accepted A Talented Student 

The freshmen had to report to university at the end of August, so there were a lot of people on campus 

at this time. 

Since Huo Yao was taken on a tour of Tsing University by Yi Lianfan’s cousin last year, she knew her way 

to the Physics department. However, her first major was in Biology, so she headed to the Biology Dept 

first. 

A lot more freshmen had applied for Biology this year. When Huo Yao arrived at the department, several 

people were in the middle of filling in the paperwork with some other students waiting outside. 

Since she was in no hurry, she queued up behind them. 

They introduced themselves and started chatting, but Huo Yao did not join in the conversation. Instead, 

she took her phone out and scrolled through it. 

She had received a text message from Prof Rong of the Physics department about ten minutes ago: [Are 

you at school yet?] 

Huo Yao composed a reply: [Yes, I will come over after reporting at the Biology department.] 



 
 

Rong Jun had just taken a seat at the school meeting. Since the meeting had yet to commence, he was 

chatting with a teacher from another department. His eyes lit up when his phone pinged in his pocket. 

He promptly stopped talking and reached for his phone. 

Rong Jun felt a little jealous after reading the text message, but he was still relatively happy. He texted 

Huo Yao and said he was waiting for her before putting his phone away. 

The teacher from another department noticed the good mood he was in, so he smiled and asked. “Prof 

Rong, did something good happen?” 

Rong Jun raised his chin slightly and answered candidly. “That’s right. We just accepted a pretty talented 

student this year.” 

Although Rong Jun had yet to register Huo Yao as a Physics student, he already treated her as a member 

of the faculty. 

The teacher automatically said, “Does this mean that the top science scholar has enrolled in the Physics 

department?” 

Tsing University had the best students in the country, so even though he said it was only a pretty 

talented student, it meant this student must have come in at least top ten in the country for the national 

college entrance exam. 

Since the student could gain the favor of Prof Rong, he ought to be the top science scholar. 

“Nope.” Rong Jun shook his head. The top science scholar this year was Cheng Jie. He made it very clear 

that he only wanted to study Math and had no intention of doing a double major, so Rong Jun did not 

insist. 

The teacher from the other faculty felt rather surprised when he heard this. “Then are you talking about 

the student who came in second? He only lost by one mark, so his grades are solid too.” 

The teacher paused before he lamented. “In comparison to the top science scholar, the top arts scholar 

did much better. No one else has scored full marks for years. Sadly, she did not want to join the Business 

faculty. I wonder which faculty she eventually joined.” 

Rong Jun cleared his throat and wanted to tell him badly that she was stolen by the Physics department. 

Since she had yet to register, he suppressed his urge to say this. 

Zhao Lian finally arrived. After entering the conference room, he walked up to Rong Jun and sat down at 

an empty seat beside him. He recalled the way Rong Jun kept trying to steal Huo Yao from him last 

semester. 

“Prof Rong, the freshmen are all here to report for their respective departments,” said Zhao Lian airily. 

Rong Jun could tell he was here to brag. He scoffed and did not even glance at Zhao Lian. “I’m sorry. I 

don’t know you that well.” 

Zhao Lian went speechless. 

** 



 
 

After waiting for slightly over ten minutes, it was finally Huo Yao’s turn to register. 

  

Chapter 809: Special Enrolment Student 

Qi Hui was the Biology department head and was in charge of freshmen acceptance. He was sitting at 

the desk with a serious look on his face with his eyes on the computer. He seemed occupied, so he failed 

to notice someone entering the place. 

A Biology teacher was helping him organize the admission paperwork. He was briefly awestruck by Huo 

Yao’s beauty when he raised his head and saw her. 

She was gorgeous. Why did she not apply for the Performance department? 

The teacher touched his nose before he quickly shifted his eyes. 

There was a lot of work for him today and he had to work nonstop. “Give me your acceptance letter and 

place your personal information on the right. Then fill in the enrollment form on the left and hand it to 

me.” 

Huo Yao nodded politely and gave him her acceptance letter and submitted her personal information. 

She took a copy of the enrolment form and went to the side to fill it up. 

The teacher opened the acceptance letter and was stunned to see her name. 

Huo Yao. Was she not the top arts scholar this year with full marks in the national college entrance 

exam? 

Why would the Biology department accept an Arts student? 

The teacher raised his head and looked at the girl quizzically while she was filling the form with her head 

lowered. She was surprisingly the top Arts scholar. She certainly did not look like it. 

The teacher contemplated for a couple of seconds before he placed the acceptance letter on Qi Hui’s 

desk. “Mr Qi, did we offer special enrollment to an Arts student? 

A few years ago also, they had accepted an Arts student. Since the Arts student did not have much 

accomplishment, they rarely accepted Arts students from then on. 

Qi Hui was typing when his hands froze. His eyes landed on the acceptance letter. The moment he saw 

the name, he remained calm and acknowledged mildly without even looking at Huo Yao. “I sent the 

acceptance letter. Didn’t I tell you about it?” 

The teacher shook his head. “Nope…” 

Otherwise, he would not have gotten a shock when he saw it. 

“It’s fine. Just register her.” Qi Hui waved his hand patronizingly and continued working. 

The teacher glanced at Qi Hui a couple of times. From the looks of it, Qi Hui did not seem very interested 

in the top Arts scholar and wondered if the Biology department had accepted her simply because she 

was the top scholar. 



 
 

He shook his head and could not tell what Qi Hui was trying to do, but he did not continue disturbing Qi 

Hui. Instead, he walked off with the acceptance letter. 

Huo Yao was already done filling in the enrollment form, so she handed it to the teacher. 

After the teacher checked through the paperwork, he raised his head and looked at Huo Yao. “Are you 

sure you don’t want to stay on campus? If you opt out of staying in our dorm now, you can’t change 

your mind later. Also, even our local students choose to live on campus.” 

“Yes, I am sure,” said Huo Yao without hesitation and nodded. 

“From 1st to 2nd September, you will be notified of class placement and will learn about the faculty 

history. You will undergo military training 3rd onwards. It is compulsory unless you are very sick.” 

The teacher seemed a lot more polite to Huo Yao. Perhaps it was because she was the top Arts scholar. 

Huo Yao nodded in agreement. 

Three people entered the office. They were second year female students from the department. 

Jiang Mingyue was walking in front. Since Huo Yao was standing with her back facing the door, she did 

not see Huo Yao right away. 

She did not have her attention on this freshman at all. Instead, she headed straight to Qi Hui’s desk. 

“Mr. Qi, everything for the freshman reception is ready.” 

  

Chapter 810: Why Don’t You Go Find Out Who The Top Scholar Is? 

Huo Yao raised her brow in surprise when she heard Jiang Mingyue’s voice. 

It was such a small world. 

Qi Hui finally raised his head. The stern look on his face instantly became genial when he saw his 

student. He stopped working and said, “Thanks for helping out.” 

Jiang Mingyue stood with her back straight as she smiled and shook her head. “My pleasure.” 

After Jiang Mingyue joined the Biology department, within two months, the department head picked 

her to be his disciple. Qi Hui would include her whenever research opportunities arose, so she was the 

most favored student in the entire faculty. 

Even now, she was highly respected in the department for her talent. 

Qi Hui was also very pleased with his disciple. Although Jiang Mingyue was not as good as Prof Zhao’s 

student, her performance and research ability were excellent. 

“Once you are done, you can leave. Your experiment report is due. You can show it to me when you are 

done,” said Qi Hui as he smiled 

“Mr. Qi, I have already finished the report. I will go back and bring it over.” 

Qi Hui felt impressed. “Already?” 



 
 

Jiang Mingyue looked confident. “Uh huh.” 

The two of them chatted for a while until the Biology teacher cleared his throat softly and got back to 

his job. He waved the paperwork in his hand and said to Huo Yao softly, “Looks about right. Huo Yao, 

you may leave.” 

Despite his soft tone, Jiang Mingyue heard what the teacher said. She casually raised her head and 

looked in Huo Yao’s direction. The moment she saw Huo Yao’s stunning profile, she was stunned. 

Was she not the girl from No.1 Middle School? 

What was she doing in the Biology department? 

Huo Yao did not look at Jiang Mingyue. She simply nodded to the teacher before turning to leave the 

office. 

Jiang Mingyue remained deep in thought even after Huo Yao had left. She only veered her eyes when Qi 

Hui called her. She looked at Mr. Qi and asked. “Mr. Qi, is she one of our freshmen?” 

Qi Hui looked nonchalant as he said, “Uh huh. Do you know her?” 

Jiang Mingyue went quiet before she said, “… It’s not that I know her. I saw her a couple of times when I 

went back to my alma mater to give a speech.” 

Was that so? Qi Hui nodded without saying a word. 

Jiang Mingyue felt curious, so she asked. “Did she do very well?” 

Qi Hui had to admit that Huo Yao performed brilliantly in the national college entrance exam, but it was 

a pity that she was an Arts student. 

Qi Hui shook his head sadly before he said, “Haven’t you been following the college entrance exam 

results?” 

“Nope…” Jiang Mingyue cleared her throat and explained. “I was busy doing research with the seniors, 

so I didn’t pay attention to it.” 

She was not alone. Most of the Biology students tended to be completely focused when they were doing 

research and paid no attention to anything else. After all, they were not in middle school, so it made no 

sense for them to keep an eye on the entrance exam results. 

Qi Hui raised his brow. He did not tell Jiang Mingyue that Huo Yao was the top scholar. Instead, he said, 

“Why don’t you find out who the top scholar is?” 

The moment he finished his sentence, he sat down and continued working. 

Jiang Mingyue’s heart palpitated nervously. She took out her phone and checked the name of the top 

scholar for this year. 

 


